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Set your out of office and book these dates in your diary for the MEUC Expo taking
place as a series of live webinars. Full details can be found on pages 14-17 of this
edition, or in the Events section of the MEUC website: www.meuc.co.uk
MEUC Expo 6-15th October – Webinar Schedule

MEUC
E X P O
6-15 OCT

Westminster Policy Update
Tue 6 October (11.00 12.30)

Partner Session: Onsite
Mon 12 October (14.00 – 15.30)

Partner Session: Ylem
Tue 6 October (14.00 – 15.30)

Water: Focus Group
Tue 13 October (11.00 – 12.30)

Water: Policy & Performance
Wed 7 October (11.00 – 12.30)

On-Site Generation
Tue 13 October (14.00 – 15.30)

Future Market Outlook
Wed 7 October (14.00 – 15.30)

Technology Developments
Wed 14 October (11.00 – 12.30)

Non-Commodity Charges
Thu 8 October (11.00 – 12.30)

Partner Session: NatGridESO
Wed 14 October (14.00 – 15.30)

Partner Session: Wave
Thu 8 October (14.00 – 15.30)

Driving towards Net Zero
Thu 15 October (11.00 – 12.30)

Northern Ireland Update
Mon 12 October (11.00 – 12.30)

MEUC Member Forum
Thu 15 October (14.00 – 15.30)
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MEUC Update
Usual Customer
Journey on hold?
Embrace the detour!
Robin Hale, Chief Executive, MEUC outlines
how the organisation has steered a path
through the pandemic.
2020. A year to renew your vision, take the work-life balance to a
whole new level and invite everyone into our homes (virtually)..
Covid-19
Whilst the severity and devastation of this pandemic cannot
be underestimated in terms of its affect on our families, our
ability to track it or its possible destiny as globally endemic,
our strength through adversity has kept up the fight some five
months in, from mid-March.
Surreal in its economic impact and on our social freedoms,
Covid-19 has influenced Governments mitigation strategies,
never before seen on such a scale. The outcome of which has
required us to adapt, embrace fundamental changes, distance
ourselves and for the most part remain local.
Such restrictions call on us to re-prioritise the things we hold dear
and re-shape our outlook and short-term expectations. For many
in the Energy and Water Sectors, homeworking has become the
norm rather than the exception, businesses are pushing back the
need to travel to the office and face-to-face meetings now exist in
cyberspace via Teams, GoToMeeting, Skype to name but a few.
Embrace the detour!
For MEUC, whilst our usual Customer Journey is on hold,
our skillsets, technology and willingness to participate in
videoconferencing has fast-forwarded. The detour (as we come
to terms with the pandemic) has provided challenges for us to
conquer, new ways to approach problems and acute lessons in
client engagement.
Although our staff have been working from home since its
incorporation, utilising the internet as a substitute for events
and networking has to a large extent been considered
secondary, lacking a sense of community and with an inability
for our members to easily acquire ‘nuggets of information’
from vital peer-to-peer networking. Time perhaps to re-visit
those assumptions. These challenges, together with an
understanding of those that are affecting our members
continue to be the focus as we look to a changed horizon,
at least (and hopefully), temporarily.
As written previously, we reacted and embraced the change
and have held to date over 20 webinar sessions to keep
members up-to-date and in the loop; all of which are available
on catch-up, for members who missed them.
Learning from the webinars – content approach, technical
limitations when considering the use of home-based
broadband, the range of timing that can be endured and how
to encourage participant engagement, will all play a part as we
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look ahead and continue along this detour. Our events then
move online until it is safe to do otherwise.
The importance of this change is to understand the reason
for it and not forget what came before. A move to a more
online-centric membership offering will integrate back into
our usual customer journey as time and flexibility allows. We
continue to add to our membership benefits, invest in new
systems, increase our member representation, and engage
more regularly with Government officials.
MEUC Expo 6 – 15 October: Winter Outlook –
Brexit, Covid, Discontent.
Originally planned as a two-day event at the NEC in October,
our revised online MEUC Expo provides 14 planned sessions
over two weeks, culminating in over 18 hours of focussed
content to engage with, presenters and panellists to hear
from and to question and the additional ability to connect with
exhibitors supporting us during this time.
www.meucnetwork.co.uk/expo
The web address above will take you to a dedicated MEUC
Expo site where you can view all the webinars, exhibitors and
other information as well as register for any of the sessions.
A snapshot of the schedule is shown below:
06.10.20
06.10.20
07.10.20
07.10.20
08.10.20
08.10.20

Westminster Policy Update (11.00 – 12.30)
Partner Session: Ylem (14.00 – 15.30)
Water: Policy & Performance (11.00 – 12.30)
Future Market Outlook (14.00 – 15.30)
Non-Commodity Charges (11.00 – 12.30)
Partner Session: Wave (14.00 – 15.30)

12.10.20
12.10.20
13.10.20
13.10.20
14.10.20
14.10.20
15.10.20
15.10.20

Northern Ireland Update (11.00 – 12.30)
Partner Session: Onsite (14.00 – 15.30)
Water: Focus Group (11.00 – 12.30)
On-Site Generation (14.00 – 15.30)
Technology Developments (11.00 – 12.30)
Partner Session: NatGridESO (14.00 – 15.30)
Driving towards Net Zero (11.00 – 12.30)
MEUC Member Forum (14.00 – 15.30)

All End Users are welcome to join one of more sessions, and all
welcome to attend our Westminster Policy Update on the 6th.
Get online | Get registered | Get involved.
Participation is all about shared experiences. From our
home lives, where neighbourly discussions have resulted
in finding out the work roles of everyone in the street, to
sharing anecdotes at the beginning of online sessions about
Chaffinches and Butterflies. A new type of networking may
be evolving, but ‘water-cooler’ discussions and a sense of
community remains the key.
Whether you are an existing member with us for many years,
new to your role and our corporate membership or thinking of
becoming a member, there are new services for you to engage
with. Get in touch and journey along this detour with us.
If as an end user you want to know more about the benefits a
membership community can offer, consider the above, take
your first step and join us in October.
And if you would like a ‘face-to-face’ chat, our home offices are
open for your virtual viewing!
Major Energy Users’ Council

Forget short-term discounts and
discover long-term solutions.
Saving water is good for your bottom
line and the environment. As well as
lowering your bills, using less water
means energy and carbon savings too.
Find out how we can monitor your water
use and discover ways to reduce it,
making your business more efficient
and sustainable.

Watertight Utility Support
wave-utilities.co.uk/solutions

MEUC Update
The Future for Demand
Side Flexibility

The FES 2020 has three elements of future DSR:

Eddie Proffitt, MEUC Technical Director outlines the
revisions taking place for the latest edition of our
popular training book.

•	
Transport DSR – smart charging and
vehicle-to-grid

National Grid Electricity System Operator and
MEUC have agreed it is time to bring the Demand
Side Flexibility book up to date as many areas have
changed during the last few years.
The link between NG ESO and MEUC began
with the publication of the first book, “Profiting
from Demand Side Response,” at the beginning
of 2016. This was followed by the second book,
“Profiting from Demand Side Flexibility and Storage,”
published in late 2017.
Since then a great deal has changed for Demand
Side Flexibility, the Capacity Market was opened to

•	
Residential DSR – smart home energy
management, domestic battery storage, heat
pumps with thermal storage.

•	
Industrial and Commercial DSR – behind the
meter generation and storage, industrial process
flexibility, commercial heat pump flexibility.
The reduced electricity demand due to Covid19
combined with high output from wind and solar has
caused problems with too much generation leading
to a demand reduction product being launched
National Grid ESO published specifications for a
new product to help them manage the system
during periods of extremely low demand. ‘Optional
Downward Flexibility Management’ (ODFM) will
pay providers to increase demand or reduce
generation, so that NG ESO has enough generating
assets in operation to provide maintain frequency
and voltage control.
Low demand periods have become more frequent
and resulted in record-low demand since the
Covid-19 lockdown began and businesses have
been shuttered. Demand continued to fall further as
summer approached, because of more users taking
supply from onsite PV instead of from the grid.
When demand is low NG ESO brings on extra
plant where necessary to help maintain supply
quality and it requires other plant to turn down
or users to increase demand to compensate. It
has already called on assets that have so-called
‘SuperSEL’ (stable export limits) contracts, who can
offer stability services at extremely low levels of
generation, and asked industry members to come
forward if they have this type of flexibility.

DSF bodies with batteries having grown and taken
over a great deal of the current market.
We have also seen Ofgem’s Targeted Charging
Review approved, which will remove the ability to
“chase triads.” However, this has been delayed by 12
months until April 2022, meaning there are still two
winters in which to make savings through this route.
The intension was to have the draft for the new
book with the printers by the end of June, but with
the impact of Covid-19, people working from home,
access to the right information etc. the launch
would now look to be in September.
The positive thing to emerge from this delay is
that NG ESO launched in July their Future Energy
Scenarios 2020 documents that show a significant
growth in future years of three of their scenarios
for pure Industrial & Commercial Demand Side
Response (see chart).
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The system operator says providers of the new
service must be able to turn up demand or curtail
generation in tranches of 1MW and be able to do so
for a period of three hours. Crucially, they must be
able to do so on bank holidays and weekends when
supply is most likely to exceed demand.
Assets cannot participate if they are already
providing services in the Balancing Market, holding
‘active network management’ arrangements with
the local DNO or participating in other flexibility
markets. They must be able to respond to an email
notification that they are being called on, including
on non-working days.
The service is procured on a weekly basis:
participants submit asset data on Wednesdays, and
availability and pricing details on Thursday, for the
seven days from Friday. The service went live on
7th May.
Major Energy Users’ Council

Reducing your business’s
annual electricity bill by up
to 25 per-cent is always
going to make you smile

Our behind-the-meter
optimisation solution, backed
with our generation and
storage technologies, will
deliver these savings for you
and won’t require any
investment on your part.
You just enjoy the savings
year after year

Find out more:
www.ylemenergy.com
E: flexibility@ylemenergy.co.uk
T: +44 (0)161 660 2222

MEUC Update
Building back green!
MEUC President, Lord Robin Teverson looks at how low
carbon energy might lead the way to a post Covid recovery.
Parliament is back in town, physically and
virtually, from the beginning of September.
MPs and Peers will be refreshed for what
will be a pretty crowded session up to
Christmas. The usual three week pause
while Party conferences take place across
Britain’s seaside resorts over September
and October is cancelled. Conferences
are virtual this year, you can deliver your
speech from your Westminster office while
juggling with your constituency casework.
Energy is on the political radar, but not
high enough on the agenda. Government
has some big issues on its plate –
Covid-19, a threatened second wave,
an economy 20 per cent down, mega
public sector deficits, tabloid headlines
on migrant ‘invasions’ from across the
Channel, risks of a no-deal end to the
EU/UK transition period, a rebellious
Scotland, China and its constitutional
incursions on Hong Kong, elusive
international trade deals, the UK’s
chairmanship of the G7, and recovery
from the school’s examination debacle.
It also has a big legislative agenda – the
Environment Bill, Agricultural Bill, Trade
Bill, Fisheries Bill and 32 others.
But without doubt there is pressure on the
energy front, from a number of directions.
The no doubt Dominic Cummings inspired
post-Covid slogan is Building Back Better.
And better should mean green. The
so-called shovel ready programmes and
projects that the Government is counting
on to reignite the economy do indeed
have a smattering of ‘green’.
The headline green measure for energy
is the £3 billion commitment to up
the energy efficiency of our woefully
inefficient building stock. £1 billion is to
tackle public sector buildings and social
housing. The remaining £2 billion makes
up the Green Homes Grant scheme to be
launched in the autumn.
For the Government there is a triple
win. It reduces carbon emissions,
takes households out of fuel poverty,
and creates jobs in what is a labour
intensive business. Given the failure of
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the Coalition Government’s Green Deal,
this scheme is rightly simpler with direct
grants for work done. That has its own
risks of over-demand with frustrated
queues of home owners denied entry,
and renters unable to persuade their
landlords to take up the initiative. But it
gets this fundamental flaw in Britain’s
built infrastructure on the mend at last,
with another £6.2 billion promised in
the Tory manifesto over the rest of the
Parliament. It’s a start.
But it’s the energy white paper, now
a year later than billed, that is the real
focus of future direction and policy. The
last significant Energy Act was back in
2013 during the Coalition Government
when CfDs replaced ROCs and the now
redundant energy trilemma – security,
cost and decarbonisation – was all the

constituent’s inbox. If in the meantime
the nation’s housing stock was fully
retro-fitted that might not be a problem.
But there’s not the time to do that.
COP26, now scheduled for November
2021, will especially keep the
Government’s feet to the fire on energy.
Chairing the world’s most important
climate change conference since Paris
in 2015 needs to concentrate the mind of
conference president and BEIS Secretary
of State Alok Sharma. When demanding
that other nations come forward with
credible action plans, more technically
known as their Nationally Determined
Contributions, the host country has to
show it is ahead of the pack.
And with the UK looking towards a
greater post-Brexit global role it should
be mindful of the failure of COP15
in Copenhagen in 2009. It shredded
Denmark’s reputation for Scandinavian
style efficiency and success.
Indeed, international affairs have always
been fundamental to energy policy
delivery. In the long ago 1970s it was

The headline green measure for energy is the £3
billion commitment to up the energy efficiency of
our woefully inefficient building stock. £1 billion is to
tackle public sector buildings and social housing.
rage. Back then technologies such as
off-shore wind were exotic and eyewateringly expensive.
This white paper will need to sort a whole
area of digitisation, a grid dominated by
renewables, and a Government manifesto
commitment to install a further 10 GW
of off-shore wind. Those are the easy
tasks. The key ask for a nation looking to
go carbon net-neutral by 2050 is how to
sort heating.
The Government has to come off the
fence. With 84 per cent of households on
the gas grid, and most of the rest on oil
this is tricky politics. Technically it’s easy.
Take your choice – biogas with anaerobic
digestion, biomass, heat pumps, district
heating, solar thermal, hydrogen,
electricity, geothermal. They are all
proven, but the problem is the size of the
heating bill that lands every month in your

OPEC that ruled the world through its
oil cartel. Today for the UK it is the China
question, not least when it comes to the
future of new nuclear. Relations with the
world’s second largest economy are on a
downward trajectory. Without China and
its financial muscle Hinkley Point C would
still be open countryside. Without China,
its money or its technology, Sizewell C
and the others in the pipeline are unlikely
to see the light of day. But just maybe the
Government’s backing of small modular
reactors will be the new way forward for
the UK’s nuclear sector. Maybe.
There will be a lot else happening
in energy as we enter 2021, not
least for electric vehicles, a new UK
carbon market, pollution targets, and
interconnectors. Let’s hope the strategic
focus of Government is coherent and a
prelude to delivery.
Major Energy Users’ Council

When it comes to service,
we don’t know when to stop.
As well as dedicated account managers, we also
give you 24/7 access to your account online.
coronaenergy.co.uk

Water

Navigating the Covid-19
landscape
How has the water industry adapted to support businesses
during the coronavirus crisis? Wendy Monk, Director of Regulation
and Compliance at Wave, reflects on the last six months.
The term ‘unprecedented times’ has
been used abundantly since March; it’s
certainly true that we all continue to deal
with exceptional circumstances. The
water industry is no different and the
scale of change has been significant. In
terms of Covid-19 support, read on to
find out what recent regulatory changes
mean for your business.

be suspended for a period of vacancy.
This functionality allowed retailers to
apply a vacant flag for premises closed
due to Covid-19 between 16th March
and initially to 30th June 2020. This was
later extended to 31st July. The change
became effective on 30th March and
retailers were able to pass the benefits
to customers.

The day everything changed

Finding a way

It seems like a lifetime ago when we
were advised to ‘work from home if you
can’. On 23rd March, the order came for
some businesses to close to prevent
the spread of coronavirus. Like many,
we found ourselves working remotely.
Not only did we need to get teams up
and running from home, we had an
immediate need to support customers in
the best way possible.

After such a short turnaround – a feat
for the industry and ahead of changes in
the energy market – we had to quickly
adapt. Using various contact methods,
we set out to collect evidence of closure
in line with the guidelines for retailers.
We set up a dedicated team so we could
make swift decisions and act efficiently,
including senior management, technical
experts and operational leads.

As lockdown started, customers told us
they were concerned about bills. That
same week, we were involved in industry
discussions and within a few days Ofwat
introduced an urgent change to support
businesses and water retailers.

Ofwat and MOSL set clear expectations
that retailers must use temporary flags
appropriately. We set to work to pause
accounts by cross-referencing the
Government’s list of business closures –
specifically looking at SIC codes – doing
desk research and asking customers to
contact us online to confirm closure dates
and provide meter reads where possible.

Had nothing changed, businesses
would’ve continued to receive bills based
on water use during ‘normal’ operations.
Likewise, retailers would’ve received
invoices for wholesale charges. This is
because the market works by estimating
charges based on past consumption.
Ofwat and MOSL recognised that
businesses closed by the Government
would be unable to pay their bills. In turn,
retailers would be unable to pay wholesale
charges. Without action, there was a high
risk that retailers would default on charges,
putting the market in danger of collapse.
The code change aimed to relieve
this pressure, recognising that where
businesses were closed, they were either
not using water or using very little, and that
it would be difficult to get meter reads.
An existing flag in the central market
system meant wholesale charges could
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We made thousands of premises vacant,
and MOSL reported that by mid-summer,
around 250,000 premises became
vacant due to Covid-19 (c.18 per cent
of the market). The pandemic broadly
doubled the number of vacant premises
in the market.
Challenging times
Meter reading services stopped due
to lockdown. Although services have
increased since measures eased,
customer-supplied reads have
become invaluable to help keep
accounts on track.
Premises that closed but continued
to use water also presented issues.
The Code stated that premises could
be temporarily vacant if not open to

workers, the public or visitors or there’s a
significant decrease (reduction of 95 per
cent or more) in usual activities. Many
retailers interpreted this as economic
activities however, OFWAT confirmed
this as reduction in water use.
For some customers where premises
were made temporarily vacant in
good faith, this means the flag will be
reversed if consumption is over 5 per
cent. Where flags have not been applied
for qualifying vacant premises, they can
be retrospectively applied.
What does this mean for your
business?
Ofwat ended the scheme on 31 July in
line with many restrictions easing. If your
business has been closed and water
use is below 5 per cent of your usual
consumption, you shouldn’t expect
charges to apply if your closure was
between 16th March and 31st July 2020. If
you reopened before 31st July, you should

Ofwat and MOSL
recognised that
businesses closed
by the Government
would be unable to
pay their bills.

advise your retailer. If closure consumption
is above 5 per cent, you should expect
charges when billing restarts. We know
water is vital to businesses and we’ve
introduced a repayment scheme for
customers having difficulty paying.
Occasionally, consumption may mean
a leak, so we’re urging customers to
provide meter reads as and when they
can. If you’ve unexpected consumption
during closure, contact your retailer as
soon as possible.
To conclude, a huge amount of effort
and activity has been ongoing to support
businesses during these difficult months.
If you’re not in contact with your retailer
– get in touch about your circumstances
or if you’re having difficulties paying, and
don’t forget to provide meter readings. All
this will help you receive more accurate
bills and access the support available
from your water retailer.
Major Energy Users’ Council

MEUC Update
Unwinding Covid provisions
and building back better
Karma Loveday, MEUC Water Policy Adviser, looks back over
activities during the last three months.
Three issues have dominated the water
agenda since June: coping with Covid-19;
soaring demand resulting from the ongoing
hot weather and summer staycations; and
advancing ongoing work to make the retail
market work better.
Unwinding Covid provisions
The water market has set about the task of
a return to normality, gradually unwinding
the various packages of measures put
in place to help businesses through the
Covid crisis. These included suspending
disconnections and payment chasing
activities by retailers, and marking closed
premises as ‘Covid vacant’ to prevent
charges accruing while businesses are shut.
As the lockdown restrictions have eased,
these temporary help measures are being
reversed. Since 1st June, English retailers
have been required to differentiate between
customers who genuinely need support and
those who should be expected to pay as
normal. Ofwat has told retailers to produce
‘Covid-19 Repayment Schemes’ under which
retailers are able to pursue normal collections
practices for businesses whose activities
have not been affected by the virus, while
customers who are seriously affected by the
pandemic have continued to be protected
from the prospect of disconnection,
enforcement of debt and interest and late
payment charges. Retailers have been told to
tailor their approach to customers who have
been impacted by Covid, but not severely.
These Covid-19 Repayment Schemes will be
available until 31st March 2021.
Since 1st August, retailers have no longer
been able to apply new temporary vacancy
flags for businesses hit by Covid 19, and
Ofwat has said all existing Covid vacant flags
must be removed from the central market
system by the end of September.
Building back better
Alongside getting back to normal, the task of
making what is ‘normal’ for the market better
has continued. Although few developments
are immediate showstoppers, the direction
of travel of incremental changes is right.
For example, customer champion Trisha
McAuley has just been appointed chair of
the Codes Panel, and wholesalers have
been allowed to put more meter reads into
the central market system as part of the
effort to improve consumption data quality.
Major Energy Users’ Council

That said, Ofwat’s three year review of
the market, published in August, made
depressing reading, in that little had
really changed since year two. While
MOSL deservedly won praise for showing
leadership on addressing the three key
“market frictions” previously identified (poor
data quality, inefficient wholesaler/retailer
interactions, and inadequate wholesaler
performance), nonetheless the regulator
said “the resolution of market frictions
continues to require urgent attention from
all trading parties”.
The annual switching and/or renegotiating
rate remained flat at 4 per cent and the take
up of water efficiency services remained
low with just 6 per cent of customers
receiving new consumption management
or leak detection services as a result of
switching. Nor had competition driven
increased satisfaction: that was flat, with
around 78 per cent of customers reporting
satisfaction with their supplier.
That said there were some positive
aspects to report. Awareness of the
market had increased, and, importantly,
complaints had peaked and begun to fall,
though these remain significantly up on
pre market opening levels. New entrants
had gained another 1 per cent market
share and three more major users had
gone down the self-supply route.
In a separate report published in August,
Ofwat found wholesaler support for the
market is patchy and uncommitted. It set
out a package of desired actions, which
included: the introduction of a financially
incentivised metric of business customer
satisfaction with their wholesalers; exploring
the feasibility of greater tariff structure
harmonisation; regulatory support for
MOSL’s data quality improvement work; and
lending muscle to the Retailer Wholesaler
Group’s work to drive consistent best
practice. This is a trading party-led forum,
which seeks to address issues that are
causing problems in the market.
Feeling the heat
All of this has taken place against the
backdrop of a quarter marked by ongoing
hot, dry weather. Demand has at times
spiked by around 20 per cent on average,
leaving water companies struggling to
push enough water through the network

to satisfy all customers. There is a growing
body of evidence, which suggests such
extreme weather will become increasingly
common as our climate changes. This is
turn is provoking discussion about how
water resources should be managed going
forwards, and about everyone – including
business customers – doing more to
contribute to a solution.
MEUC activities
We at the MEUC have been tracking all
this activity in detail, engaging with the
parties concerned, and keeping members
up to date with developments. Our online
Summer Policy Group meetings in July
included insight from Ofwat’s Georgina
Mills and Shaun Kent on both the Covid
situation and market improvement work;
a deep dive from Wave’s Wendy Monk
on how the retailer has been responding
to the ever changing situation and
supporting its customers as the pandemic
has unfolded; and a detailed run through
from the co-chairs of the RWG Richard
Stanbrook and Simon Bennett on exactly
what the group is doing to get wholesalers
and retailers to work together better in
the customer interest. The RWG speakers
extended an open invitation for MEUC
members to get involved in their work,
have their say, and help steer the market in
a more customer-friendly direction. Please
let me know if this is of interest to you.
I have, on members’ behalf, been taking part
in meetings of the RWG Policies Subgroup
throughout the quarter and have fed in to
the production of customer-friendly guides
on leak allowance best practice and return
to sewer allowance best practice. I have also
sought members’ views on data logging
(many thanks to all those who responded to
the survey) and fed this back to the group to
inform its work on data logging best practice.
Other activities I have undertaken this
quarter include participating in a MOSL
webinar scrutinising the market operator’s
forward strategy and purpose, and helping
individual members with their issues and
queries. Understandably, a number of these
have been related to Covid policy matters,
particularly vacancy flagging.
Our next water event will be in October
at the MEUC Expo. We are planning two
water sessions. The first on 7th October will
bring members up to date on the latest
water market policy developments. The
second on 13th October will be run as a
focus group, to explore what, if anything,
would incentivise members to change how
they use water or how much they use. The
aim is to feed that back to policy makers so
any resulting policies designed to induce
business customer consumption reductions
have major users’ interests built in up front.
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Parliamentary Insights

Grappling with
a tight knot of
problems
Geoff Davies of WWAM Writers Ltd. profiles
Government efforts to find a balance between
tackling the pandemic, saving the economy,
and adapting to climate change.
During the months of June and July, the Government’s
deliberations were dominated by three priority issues. These
were: how to bring the country’s pandemic crisis to an end,
how to sustain and restore the hard-hit UK economy, and how
to contend – both during the recovery period and into the next
decades – with the longer-term and ultimately much larger
global threat of climate change. The three problems proved
to be wrapped into a tight knot, at a time when two other
problems also need to be resolved – namely Brexit and the
level of acceptable Chinese involvement in the UK.
At the start of July, ahead of a virtual meeting of the BEIS
Committee to examine the progress towards net zero and
the implications for the Covid-19 recovery, Darren Jones, the
committee chair, and Philip Dunne, chair of the Environmental
Audit Committee, wrote to the Chancellor, warning that time was
running out to ‘avert an even greater future global crisis caused
by climate change’. They stressed that that UK’s post-Covid-19
economic recovery package should be used as an opportunity
to accelerate investment in climate adaptation and in cutting
emissions to net zero. During the [virtual] meeting, the BEIS
Committee heard from three witness panels, including the
Climate Assembly UK, the Committee on Climate Change,
and a panel of senior representatives of business groups.
The month before, in June, the Committee on Climate Change
urged Ministers to ‘turn the Covid-19 crisis into a defining
moment’ in the fight against climate change. It said that in its
annual report to Parliament, it had provided ‘comprehensive
new advice’ to key government departments on delivering
an economic recovery that would accelerate the transition
to a cleaner, net zero emissions economy and strengthen
the country’s resilience to climate change’s impacts. The
Committee’s report highlighted its investment priorities for
the months ahead. These were: (1) Low carbon retrofits and
buildings fit for the future; (2) Tree planting, peatland restoration,
and green infrastructure; (3) Strengthened energy networks
including new hydrogen and carbon capture and storage tools;
(4) Infrastructure to make it easy for people to walk, cycle and
work remotely; and (5) Movement towards a circular economy
including increased recycling rates and a stop on sending
biodegradable wastes to landfill. There were also opportunities
to support the transition and the recovery by investing in the
UK’s workforce, and in lower carbon behaviour and innovation.
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The report found that overall, UK emissions had reduced by
3–4 per cent in 2018–2019, a cut of 30 per cent between 2008
and 2019. Strong progress in the electricity sector had largely
driven this overall trend as a result of ‘well designed, coherent
and effective policy’. The need now was for the Government to
replicate that success story in all sectors of the economy while
improving the country’s resilience to climate change’s impacts.
In 2020, global emissions were expected to fall by a record 5–10
per cent as a result of the pandemic, with a potentially large fall
in the UK; but this effect was only temporary. Emissions needed
to be cut consistently, year on year, until they reached net zero.
The UK’s consumption emissions – those embedded in imported
products – had fallen and were 18 per cent down from 2008 to
2017, despite growing consumption over the same period. Over
the past year, the Government had made ‘a range of important
new announcements’ on transport, buildings, industry, energy
supply, agriculture and land use, but they did not yet meet the
size of the net zero challenge. The Committee said that it saw a
role for digital passports providing detailed guidance on actions
required – and already taken – to improve a building’s energy
efficiency and comfort; these should include recommendations
on low carbon heat, plus issues such as indoor air quality, flood
resilience, water efficiency and overheating.
Regulatory pressure too
Adding to the mounting environmental pressures in July,
energy regulator Ofgem announced proposals for a five-year
investment programme of around £25 billion whose purpose
it defined as being ‘to transform Britain’s energy networks
to deliver emissions-free green energy for GB along with
world-class service and reliability’. It expected investment in
energy networks to rise, to ensure that they could deliver clean
energy and meet Government targets for net zero emissions.
The regulator was also proposing to ‘unlock significant additional
funding’ for emissions-free energy and infrastructure upgrades,
that companies could access over the next five years. It said that
this ‘could see potentially another £10 billion or more of net zero
investment supported through the price controls’. Additionally,
a new Strategic Innovation Fund would provide £630 million for
research and development of green energy projects.
Ofgem said that the proposals nearly halved network
companies’ allowed rate of return (reducing it from 7-8 per cent
to 3.95 per cent) so that less of consumers’ money went towards
network companies’ profits, and more towards driving network
improvements. This would save £3.3 billion over the next five
years for gas and transmission sectors alone. In addition, the
regulator was proposing to cut £8 billion from companies’
spending plans by setting them ‘stretching’ efficiency targets
and disallowing unjustified costs.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson joined the fray by announcing that
under ‘new plans’ to step up efforts to tackle climate change,
around £350 million would be invested to help businesses
to reduce carbon emissions across the heavy industry,
construction, space and transport sectors. The package
included £139 million to cut emissions from heavy industry by
supporting the transition from natural gas to hydrogen power,
and by scaling up carbon capture and storage technology by
storing carbon permanently underground.
Major Energy Users’ Council

The announcement was timed to be made just ahead of the PM
launching the first meeting of the Jet Zero Council – chaired by
the Transport and Business Secretaries – which brings together
Government and representatives from the environmental sector
plus the aviation and aerospace industries. At the Council’s
first meeting, the discussions included how to decarbonise the
aviation sector via new aircraft and engine technologies plus
new synthetic and sustainable fuels, and even the development
of electric aeroplanes.
Planning a UK ETS
In June, the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy published new proposals outlining how a new
UK-wide Emissions Trading System (ETS) would work. The
announcement said that the system had been designed by the
UK Government jointly with the Scottish Government, the Welsh
Government and the Northern Ireland Executive, to replace the
European Union system which the UK would leave at the end
of the year. Once it was up and running, the intention was to
go further by amending the cap again in line with the net zero
target. Around a third of UK emissions and around 1,000 UK
factories and plants were currently covered by the EU ETS and
would continue to be covered by the UK system. The UK would
be open to considering a link between a UK ETS and an EU ETS
if it suited the interests of both sides.
HM Treasury and HM Revenue & Customs joined the debate
by beginning a consultation on how the carbon emissions tax
planned to replace EU ETS would operate if it was introduced
from the 1st January 2021; they also made proposals on how
the tax might be developed. Their announcement noted that
it would be of interest to permit holders for installations that
would have to pay the tax, and to sectors such as aviation, that
could become liable to the tax in the future. The consultation
runs until the 29th September.
In a separate development, the Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) announced that Business
Secretary Alok Sharma had created and would chair five new
business-focused groups each focused on a key theme, with
the broad aim of helping the economy to recover from the
Covid-19 pandemic. One of the themes is green recovery –
defined in the announcement as ‘how to capture economic
growth opportunities from the shift to net zero carbon
emissions’. The move includes the setting up of five new
ministerial-led task forces ‘to develop further plans for how and
when closed sectors can safely re-open’. Each working group is
to consist of approximately 20 to 25 participants representative
of UK industry.
The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) published up-dated information on how to apply to the
Industrial Heat Recovery Support (IHRS) Programme, which
is designed to encourage and support investment in heat
recovery technologies. It includes IHRS successes captured in
case studies. The underlying aim is to help businesses of any
size to identify and invest in opportunities for recovering and
re-using heat that would otherwise be wasted. Recovered
waste heat can be used in many ways including: within the
same industrial facility; by another end-user (for example,
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a heat network); and by converting the waste heat to power.
The programme runs until March 2022 but the latest deadline
to submit applications was the 31st July 2020.
Following a response to a consultation, the BEIS announced
that companies that had applied to the non-domestic
Renewable Heat Incentive scheme before the 29th June would
be given an extra fourteen months to March 2022 to complete
projects delayed by the coronavirus outbreak.
Attempts to boost water’s business customers in pandemic
Water regulator Ofwat announced that together with the market
operator MOSL and other industry stakeholders, it had taken a
number of steps to protect the interests of business customers
in the water sector during the Covid-19 pandemic. It was now
consulting on proposals including: (1) Two preferred options for
liquidity support – first, no extension of support after July 2020,
with no option for retailers to defer wholesale charges; and
second, Ofwat to cap the maximum amount of total wholesale
charges that could be deferred at no higher (or less) than the
amounts set out in its April decision. As long as they did not
exceed the cap, retailers could continue to defer up to 40 per
cent of wholesale charges due in August, September and
October 2020.
Other proposals included: (2) Deferred wholesale charges to
be repaid in full by the end of March 2021, and subject to this,
retailers and wholesalers to be given the opportunity to agree
their own repayment profiles. In the absence of an agreement,
33 per cent of all deferred charges to be repaid by the end of
November 2020 and 66 per cent to be repaid by the end of
January 2021; (3) Retailers to be able to apply the temporary
vacancy flag up to 31st July 2020, but all of these flags to be
removed from the Central Market Operating System by the end
of September 2020; (4) The temporary suspension of invoicing
and payment of market performance charges to be lifted so
that they come into effect from the end of September 2020 or
the end of October 2020; (5) The credit support requirement to
be maintained – for all retailers making use of the temporary
vacancy flag – at March 2020 levels until all flags are removed;
beyond this date, credit support requirements to be calculated
based on primary charges due.
A letter sent jointly to the water companies by five bodies
– Defra, the Environment Agency, the Drinking Water
Inspectorate, Ofwat and the CCW – set out how the companies
could help to meet the economic and social challenges faced
by England by building ‘a resilient future’. Government and
the water regulators would, the letter said, facilitate water
companies to ‘accelerate planned investment, bring forward
future investment and implement new ideas to boost the
economy’. It invited the water companies to make specific
proposals to: (1) accelerate existing plans and environmental
priorities within the agreed 2020-25 plans, considering the
enhanced use of nature-based solutions to deliver them; (2)
bring forward ‘enhanced investment’ proposals from 2025 and
beyond; and (3) implement specific new innovative ideas, which
would benefit future generations or current customers – these
could include water resources, flood mitigation, net zero or
water quality
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Expo preview
MEUC Expo
6-15th October –
Webinar Schedule
Taking place in a virtual venue, the MEUC Expos
brings together exciting content spread over two
weeks. It provides members with vital insight,
contacts and detailed information.

Tuesday 6 October
Westminster Policy Update
11.00 – 12.30
MEUC’s Expo gets underway with a fantastic session
introduced by MEUC President, Lord Teverson, followed by
Policy and Regulatory insight.

Partner Session: Ylem Energy
14.00 – 15.30
Ylem Energy specialises in delivering fully-financed smart
and flexible energy generation and storage systems.

Wednesday 7 October

MEUC
E X P O
6-15 OCT

Water: Policy & Performance
11.00 – 12.30
Karma Loveday, MEUC’s Water Adviser shares the latest
insight into the Water Market, with input on Regulation, Policy,
Metering and Billing.

Future Market Outlook
14.00 – 15.30
What’s Happening in the Market? In-depth analysis of the
current and future implications for energy in a post-Covid
world.

Thursday 8 October
Non-Commodity Charges
11.00 – 12.30
What makes up your energy bill? How non-commodity
charges, levies, targeted charging review, triads and RIIO2 will
affect what you pay.

Partner Session: Wave
14.00 – 15.30
Understand the value you can add to your business through
consolidated E-billing and efficiency advice from a water
retailer.

Monday 12 October
Northern Ireland Update
11.00 – 12.30
Covering Regulatory, Infrastructure and Pricing issues specific
to gas and the Integrated Single Electricity Market (I-SEM).
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Partner Session: Onsite Energy Projects
14.00 – 15.30
Onsite Energy uses a data-led approach and zero capex
solutions to deploy appropriate technologies following
individual site analysis.

Tuesday 13 October
Water: Focus Group
11.00 – 12.30
What would you demand to reduce your demand?
Grey water, Inset, Storage, Drainage, Wastewater solutions
and management.

On-Site Generation
14.00 – 15.30
Power Purchase Agreements, On-Site Generation,
Off Balance Sheet.
What are the options and how do you know what’s best
for you?

Wednesday 14 October
Technology Developments
11.00 – 12.30
Renewables to Storage, Metering to Analysis – how do
you keep up with the latest innovation, offerings and
opportunities?

Partner Session: NatGridESO
14.00 – 15.30
Your best options for demand side flexibility, reducing
charges and the growing need for balancing supply
and demand.

Thursday 15 October
Driving towards Net Zero
11.00 – 12.30
Get the latest industry viewpoints as we look ahead to
emissions targets, electrification and the decarbonisation
of heat.

MEUC Member Forum
14.00 – 15.30
An event ‘wash-up’ and thoughts on next steps.

Major Energy Users’ Council
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Expo preview

Exhibitors for MEUC Expo
6-15th October

Ameresco

Bryt Energy

Ameresco is a leading independent
provider of comprehensive energy
services, energy procurement, energy
eﬃciency, infrastructure upgrades,
asset sustainability and renewable
energy solutions for businesses and
organisations throughout Europe
and North America. Services include
financed upgrades to a facility’s energy
infrastructure and the development,
construction of renewable energy plants.

Bryt Energy, part of the Statkraft Group,
is a passionate, future-focused energy
company on a mission to take their
community on a carbon- reducing journey.
Bryt Energy’s electricity is zero-carbon
and 100 per cent renewable, using only
Wind, Hydro and Solar energy sources to
power British businesses.

available worldwide. In the UK, we’ve
been helping businesses identify new
opportunities from their energy use that
solves challenges, achieves objectives,
and furthers competitive advantage since
2009. Learn more about our offering for
UK businesses at enelx.com/uk

Engie Impact
ENGIE Impact delivers sustainability
solutions and services to corporations,
cities and governments across the globe.
Comprised of existing and proven ENGIE
Group portfolio businesses, ENGIE
Impact brings together a wide range
of strategic and technical capabilities,
to provide a comprehensive oﬀer to
support clients in tackling their complex
sustainability challenges from strategy
to execution. ENGIE Impact, is part of
the ENGIE Group, a global leader in the
zero-carbon transition.
ENGIE
logotype_solid_BLUE_CMYK
14/04/2015

24, rue Salomon de Rothschild - 92288 Suresnes - FRANCE
Tél. : +33 (0)1 57 32 87 00 / Fax : +33 (0)1 57 32 87 87
Web : www.carrenoir.com
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Corona Energy
Armstrong Fluid Technology
With our expertise in fluid flow,
heat transfer, variable speed, and
demand-based control, Armstrong Fluid
Technology leads the fluid systems
industry, including hvac, plumbing, and
fire safety in providing the most energy
eﬃcient and cost eﬀective solutions for
major energy users across the globe.

Corona Energy is a leading independent
gas and electricity supplier with over
20 years’ experience servicing UK
businesses. We currently supply 14 per
cent of the industrial and commercial gas
market with around 13,000 customers
across gas and electricity and over
85,000 meters in our capable hands. We
build long-term relationships with our
partners and understand the challenges
you face. We always look for new
opportunities in our industry, particularly
when it comes to improving service. We
proactively identify how we can adapt to
fulfil the long-term needs of our partners.”

British Gas
British Gas is part of Centrica, an energy
and services company. With our fixed
price, flexible and green energy contracts
and our Distributed Energy business
helping you turn your energy into an
opportunity we will find the best solution
for all your energy needs.
Find out more visit, https://www.
britishgas.co.uk/business/gas-andelectricity/large-business
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Enel X
Enel X – part of the multinational power
company Enel – combines the mindset of an innovative start-up with the
support of an established leader to help
organisations buy, store, use, and share
their energy more strategically. Enel X
manages over 6 GW of demand response
capacity, has installed 110 MW of
storage capacity, and has made 130,000
public and private EV charging points

Learn more at www.engieimpact.com.

National Grid ESO,
Power Responsive
As we transition into a low carbon world,
demand side flexibility has an increasingly
important role. Electricity system needs
are evolving, at both a transmission and
distribution level, and we need additional
sources of flexibility to meet these needs
– from an increasingly diverse range of
technologies.
Power Responsive, a programme of work
facilitated by National Grid ESO, supports
the growth of demand side participation
in GB electricity markets. Now in its fifth
year, Power Responsive continue to raise
awareness and build confidence in demand
side opportunities, whilst supporting the
evolution and transition of flexibility markets.
Major Energy Users’ Council
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If your business has the flexibility to
increase, decrease, or shift its electricity
use, then the power is in your hands to
take full advantage.

Onsite Energy Projects
OEP is your partner for delivery of
innovative, comprehensive energy
efficiency, energy generation and carbon
reduction solutions. We overcome capex
& payback blockages with a zero fee,
fully-funded off-balance sheet structure.
Our data-led, vendor agnostic approach
specifies appropriate resilient solutions,
and we leverage our team’s experience
in global manufacturing to execute.

and commercial sectors. Our ambition is
to be the responsible energy major and
carbon net zero by 2050 or sooner.
Established in 1987, our transparent
approach and range of products, from
fixed or fully flexible supply contracts to
on-site generation, to EV chargers and
solar installations enable our customers
to maximise their energy efficiency and
minimise risk.
We have also introduced a range
of renewable and carbon offsetting
products to help our customers achieve
their carbon neutrality goals.
Web: https://www.gas-power.total.
co.uk/business-gas-electricity/largebusinesses

Phone us: 0161 444 9989 Email: david@
on-site.energy

Wave

Swan Energy
Swan Energy Limited serves clients
throughout the UK. With an EU ETS
Lead Verifier and 55 years’ experience
providing energy management services
to private and public-sector clients, our
expertise includes EU ETS, ESOS, our
stand and see our unique evidence pack.
Visit our website for more information
www.swanenergy.co.uk

We help businesses to achieve better
efficiency and sustainability while
lowering utility costs. As one of the
UK’s leading water retailers, we support
300,000 businesses, from SMEs to large
industrial and commercial sites to local
authorities and NHS Trusts. Our range
of value-adding services is designed to
monitor your water use, detect potential
leaks and provide you with water-saving
solutions. Get in touch to find out how
we can help your business drive down its
water and energy use, save carbon and
reduce bills..

E-mail: info@swanenergy.co.uk

Ylem Energy
Total Gas & Power
Part of Total, one of the world’s major energy
players, Total Gas & Power are the second
largest gas supplier and fourth largest
electricity supplier to the UK industrial
Major Energy Users’ Council

more competitive by reducing their
energy bills and boosting resilience
with fully-funded behind-the-meter
optimisation measures.
www.ylemenergy.com

ZTP
ZTP, the energy consultancy and
software specialist, focusses on cutting
edge solutions for the procurement and
reporting of electricity/gas/water. Its
award-winning software is designed
and built in-house to directly benefit its
consultancy clients and is also available
to organisations to run as standalone
platforms where required. The software is
designed to digitise energy management
thus maximising automation enabling
users to exceed standard performance
and concentrate on making savings.
The latest software – Kiveev – focusses
on flexible utility contracts, providing
visibility to users to allow instant
budgeting, consumption forecasting
and delivered cost on top of the AI-led
risk management and pricing forecast
calculations. This transparency and
accuracy of data is revolutionising how
flexible utility procurement is managed.
ZTP’s excellence is not only supported
by its industry leading software solutions,
but also its consultancy team draws on
experience from the full spectrum of the
energy industry including supply side,
consultancy, metering and commodity
markets. This combination of experience,
expertise and software innovation
enables ZTP to offer one of the leading
services in the industry.
www.ztpuk.com kiveev@ztpuk.com

Ylem Energy is a leading independent
specialist in flexible generation and
storage systems. Drawing on three
decades of experience and more than
20 million-hours of system operation,
the company is helping businesses be
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News

ScottishPower’s plan for
a green recovery
Green energy company, ScottishPower,
has launched an initiative to create jobs
and investment to drive the UK’s green
recovery and deliver quick returns for the
economy, people and communities.

Providing the right environment for
greater investment in the electricity
network for businesses to invest more,
with the forthcoming transmission
networks price control (RIIO T2).

The priorities and regulatory
changes are focused on changes the
Government could make to quickly
boost private investment in the
economy and create jobs. Most of these
changes, they say, would come with
minimal cost to the public purse.

Keith Anderson, ScottishPower CEO,
said: “Our 10 steps provide a clear
sense of direction and ambition for
Government and business as we start
to come out of this crisis. These are
achievable and deliverable and really
are within our grasp.

In response to the significant economic
upheaval caused by the Covid-19
pandemic, the Government has recognised
the need to stimulate economic growth in
a sustainable and resilient way.

“We need to build low carbon homes,
get people into electric cars and
construct new wind farms. We can do
all these things, and do them quickly. It
really is a no-brainer.”

Covid-19, remote support was provided
from its team based in the UK.
Nuclear power is a key pillar of
post-pandemic recovery
The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development’s
Nuclear Energy Agency has launched
a series of policy briefs examining nuclear
energy’s role in the post-pandemic
economic recovery.
The policy briefs have four themes:
building resilience; job creation;
cost-effective decarbonisation; and
unlocking finance.
Agneta Rising, Director General of World
Nuclear Association, welcomed the
“timely publication” of the policy briefs
“on what will be a defining issue for years
to come”.
“Nuclear energy is a pillar of stability;
nuclear reactors are the low-carbon
backbone of many economies around
the world, quietly operating in the
background, providing incredible
amounts of electricity so that we can
focus on protecting lives and livelihoods
during these uncertain and unsettling
times,” she said.
“Investments into nuclear energy is a
window of opportunity for governments
to not only boost economic growth and
creating many highly valued and largely
local jobs, but also fulfilling our climate
change commitments and building a
clean and resilient electricity system.

ScottishPower’s 10 step plan aims to
provide a roadmap for accelerating
investment in green infrastructure initiatives
and unlocking significant economic
benefits on the path to Net Zero.
The 10 steps include:
Removing the cap on future wind farm
contract auctions to boost investment in
renewable energy.
Bringing forward the ban on petrol and
diesel vehicles to 2030 to encourage
people to buy EVs sooner.
Bringing forward the Future Homes
Standard from 2025 to 2022 to get more
EV chargers and electric heat pumps into
people’s homes.
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Johnson Matthey commissions largest
methanol plant in China
Johnson Matthey has announce that
China’s Ningxia Baofeng Energy Group
has successfully started up the 6600
mtpd methanol plant at their 600 kta
coal to olefins complex near Yinchuan in
Ningxia Province PRC. The new methanol
plant, which quickly hit full rates following
start-up, is said to have the largest output
of any plant in the world.
The commissioning of the methanol
plant was a milestone in a twoyear collaboration between the two
companies. The commissioning was led
by specialists on hand from Johnson
Matthey’s Beijing team and, due to

“The global nuclear industry stands ready
to do its part, with hundreds of projects
under construction and various planning
stages, to make sure the world that
follows this pandemic is stronger, cleaner
and more resilient than ever before.”
Build greater resilience and be
flexible enough to adapt are essential
for Net Zero
To mark one year since net zero by 2050
was signed into UK law, npower Business
Solutions has launched a new report – The
Future Report 2020: The Road to Net Zero.
The report has gathered insights
from experts at the London School of
Economics, Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy and Cornwall
Insight to predict the future of the energy
sector out to 2050.
Major Energy Users’ Council

Energy Efficiency

Building an Energy
Efficiency Paradise
James Mulley, British Gas Product Development Manager
asks, “How do you build sustainability into your business”?
Most organisations start with quick gains
and easy wins, such as switching to a
renewable energy supply or upgrading
to LED lighting. Then the more complex
efficiency measures follow. Often
this second stage can feel daunting.
However, there’s a strong business
case to be made for following through.
Especially now that businesses may be
looking for ways to be more efficient and
reduce outgoings in light of Covid-19 and
its on-going effects.
Glimpse into the possible
Imagine a low-carbon paradise. One
where you drive to work in your company
electric vehicle (EV) emitting nothing
but an artificial engine hum. Soon after
you park by the office, the EV software
registers a spike in national renewable
output. The wireless charger begins to
top up your car battery without delay.
You hardly settle in at your desk –
enjoying the cool breeze of solar-powered
air-source heat pumps – when you get
a notification. Two of your manufacturing
sites have outperformed their energy
reduction targets.
This comes after data from device-level
sensors showed that stopping conveyor
belts between bursts of activity could
drastically reduce energy use.

environmental taxes and reporting
requirements that are paving the road
towards our carbon-free destination.
And while no one likes to be told what to
do, these constraints are rife with business
opportunity. Just consider the following.
Last year investors worth $10 trillion
urged hundreds of businesses to report
on their environmental impact. Equity
firms use reporting schemes to create
climate funds. Global energy efficiency
investments were at $236 billion in 2017.
The verdict is clear. Markets have
embraced innovative, energy efficient
businesses.
The new sustainability frontier
In response, a growing number
of businesses have recognised
sustainability as the new frontier.
Over 2,100 companies are committed
globally to becoming more energy
efficient. And around half of Fortune
500 companies have a climate or clean
energy target.
Simply put, sustainability is a market
share gap poised to accommodate real
business competition.
Still, you may ask, ‘what about the profit
margins?’

The reduction couldn’t have come at
a better time. Your accountants are
gathering data for reporting. Investors, too,
are looking to hear about the progress
you’ve made on the company’s net-zero
plan. Everything seems to be on track.

Just take the companies on the Carbon
Disclosure Project’s (CDP) A List. The
STOXX financial index that’s based on
the A List outperformed the Global 1800
index by more than 5 per cent annually
between 2011 and 2018.

Sound too good to be true? Actually, this
low-carbon paradise is already here.

In plain English, energy efficiency and
higher profits go hand in hand.

The market ecosystem

Effective business collaboration

An entire low-carbon ecosystem
already exists today, with a variety of
measures supporting a greener future.
One reason for this is the UK’s 2050
net-zero emissions target, supported by

So how can you participate?
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When you talk to experts in the field of
sustainability, one theme dominates:
collaboration. In fact, none of the big energy
reduction pioneers have done it alone.

At British Gas, we want to make a
low-carbon future available to our
customers. That’s because we understand
that businesses will play a vital role in the
UK’s transition to a better future.
In addition to our Carbon Trust certified
Renewable Electricity for Business
product, we’ve built extensive capacities
to support businesses in sustainability.
As part of Centrica, we can bring the
benefits of the latest energy efficiency
solutions to your business.
British Gas Business solutions
You don’t need to look into the future for
pioneering energy efficiency solutions.
The technologies already exist and
funding and incentives are available. Here
are some of the ways we can support
your business on its journey to net zero:
•	Our Energy360 energy management
platform can help reveal the story
behind your energy data, so you can
take action. If you’re looking for more
granular data, our Panoramic Power
device-level sensors can shed light on
valuable insights.
•	We can also work with you to develop
and install bespoke on-site solutions –
whether it’s solar, CHP, or a low-carbon
heating system.
•	In our experience, these on-site
solutions also benefit from an overall
energy management strategy. Demand
side flexibility, for instance, can help you
maximise the value of your installations.
•	The National Grid offers payments to
businesses which can help balance
the network’s supply-and-demand and
frequency. At British Gas, we can give
your business access to a £1 billion pot
of incentives.
•	We can also help you upgrade your
business fleet with our end-to-end
EV charging solutions. We’ve installed
17,000 charging points since 2013.
Globally, around 200,000 vehicles use
our parent company’s EV charging
software.
All you need is a reliable business partner
like British Gas. With our support, you
can make real changes that benefit your
business, your stakeholders, and all of
society. In collaboration with us, you
can make that low-carbon dream of
tomorrow become a reality today.
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Energy
Energy related grants
and rebates for
businesses post-Covid
Kath Chapman, Managing Director, Ameresco
calls on businesses to take control of their
spending and improve efficiency.
After the disruption caused by Covid-19 many businesses are
facing a tough recovery, with reduced orders, constrained
supply chains, restricted operating capacity and uncertainty
about further lockdowns. Businesses need to take control of
spending, make cost savings and improve efficiency where
possible. Energy costs are a significant part of operations, and
this forced slowdown in operations gives an opportunity to
examine processes and plant to find improvements with both
financial and environmental benefits over the long term.
Energy Savings Opportunities
Large businesses in the UK should have completed their ESOS
reports before the end of last year, so should have a recent
review of the opportunities available within their operations
to make savings in energy consumption. The limiting factor
to implementing many energy savings projects is the upfront
cost, something that may be looking unappealing in current
circumstances. However, there are many schemes available to
secure funding for projects or to receive rebates against some
of the costs of energy.
Where ESOS Phase 2 has not already covered site audits,
it may be worthwhile undertaking a review now to identify
where process efficiencies can be found or identify targets for
plant upgrades. Any site audits completed now can be used
against the requirements of ESOS phase 3, which gives the
opportunity to reap the benefits of identified savings sooner as
well as avoiding the rush for compliance towards the end of the
reporting period.
Climate Change Agreement Scheme
The Climate Change Agreement scheme has been extended
for a further 2 years, and has been reopened for applications
until the end of October 2020. If you have opened any sites
since 2018 that did not already have a CCA in place, now is the
time to act to secure a discount of up to 92 per cent on the
cost of CCL until 2025. If you already hold a CCA it is worthwhile
to undertake a review of your documentation and supplier
invoices now to ensure that you are claiming everything you are
entitled to. Since April 2019 the rates of discount have changed
twice, and many businesses have overlooked the requirement
to update their paperwork and are paying too much for CCL.
Overpayment errors up to 4 years old can be reclaimed.
Energy Intensive Industry Scheme
For businesses in energy intensive sectors, the government
offers relief of up to 85 per cent on the cost of CfD, RO and FiT.
At current rates this discount is worth around 25 per cent of
delivered electricity prices. A medium sized company could
save over £300,000 per year, for large energy users the savings
are considerably more. Ameresco has worked with businesses
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across the eligible sectors and has achieved over £10m in
savings for our clients – many of whom did not appear to qualify
at first but through careful examination of accounting records,
company structures and NACE codes we were able to get
approved in to the scheme. For such a significant cost saving we
consider the benefit to be well worth the effort to achieve the
certification, even in the most complex cases.
The Industrial Energy Transformation Fund (IETF)
The IETF offers £315 million of grant funding for energy
efficiency and decarbonisation projects. £26 million is available
for projects in Scotland, with the remaining £289 million
controlled by BEIS for England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
Funding is split across two phases: the first with a pot of £30
million is open for applications until November 2020, the
second phase for the remainder of the fund will be open
for applications in summer 2021. The grants are intended to
support energy efficiency and decarbonisation projects that use
technology that is proven and already available on the market
so this fund should be particularly appealing for businesses with
projects identified in their energy audits that would otherwise be
prohibitively expensive.
Revolving Green Funds
A catch all term for funding available through many utility
suppliers, Revolving Green Funds are essentially an interest free
loan, where the supplier provides financing for efficiency projects
and recovers the funds over the course of your supply contract
through an increase on the unit rate of your energy. These
schemes are often good value for lower cost projects such as
lighting refits or employee training around energy efficiency.
The Non-Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)
The RHI is still open for applications until the end of March 2021.
The scheme provides support for renewable heat technologies
such as heat pumps, solar thermal, solid biomass and biogas
combustion. By making payments for heat energy produced
and for biomethane injected in to the grid the scheme
enhances the financial case for renewable heat, and provides a
reliable income stream for 20 years. If you are planning to install
renewable heating soon, push to complete the project in time
to claim this valuable supplement as there are no current plans
to extend the scheme or launch a replacement.
Biomethane Injection Scheme
Looking further ahead, a consultation has been launched on a
new biomethane injection support scheme – this is expected
to launch in Autumn 2021, and will provide a tariff payment for
biomethane injected in to the grid. Eligibility will likely require the
feedstock to be more than 50 per cent from waste feedstock,
which may create a secondary market for manufacturers to sell
their production waste to biomethane producers.
Many companies are missing out on these opportunities
because they incorrectly believe they don’t qualify, or they don’t
have the resources internally to navigate the administrative
processes required. At Ameresco we are always working to
find ways for our clients to get the most out of the schemes
available; we have supported our clients to identify millions of
pounds of savings though energy efficiency and in claiming
rebates worth over £20 million annually.
For more information, visit uk.ameresco.com or email Kath
Chapman at kchapman@ameresco.com.
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When it comes to service,
we don’t know when to stop.
As well as dedicated account managers, we also
give you 24/7 access to your account online.
coronaenergy.co.uk

Energy
How to solve
a problem like
risk appetite?
Christian Beasley, Risk and
Market Analyst at ZTP explains
what is meant by the term –
risk management.

Step 2:
Business Needs and Objectives

Step 1:
We are tentatively remerging from a
semi hibernation-like state and the world
is distinctly different. Ahead of us lies an
exciting and new landscape to traverse,
full of opportunities. However, before you
strike out take a pause and re-establish
the essentials – risk appetite.
I have lost count of the number of
meetings, and since lockdown video
conferences, I have attended which
have been littered with corporate
colloquialisms. There are a host of
clichés in modern business vernacular.
As a market and risk analyst, one of
the most abused phrases from my
perspective must be ‘risk appetite’.
A wise man once asked, “what does
risk appetite actually mean?” Ultimately,
the difference between a successful
hedging or trading strategy, or not.
The following is a trading practitioner’s
guide to achieving a meaningful hedging
strategy through understanding three
interlocking spheres of risk appetite:
your own, the team’s and that of the
organisation.
Meaningful risk appetite conversations
remain evasive because,
fundamentally, they require us to
blend the hard-quantitative data with
the elusive insight, the latter derived
through self-introspection. This is often
dismissed as woolly or fluff. Take heed,
investment banks and trading houses
have mandated time for introspection
for traders for many years
For a successful hedging strategy,
one must dive into the murky world of
psychological drivers and cognitive bias.
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Start with yourself, and the team
Understand yourself, and your own
wants, need and fears before your
next hedging strategy meeting. There
is a plethora of articles and sources to
help understand your own and other
stakeholders’ psychological drivers. I get
my inspiration from theatre and acting
methods, by asking Uta Hagen’s six
questions:
1. Who am I? – How to do I perceive
myself?
2. What are the circumstances? – What
has just occurred and what is about to
occur?

Now that you understood your
own drivers and those of your key
stakeholders it is time to understand
those of your organisation. Where is your
organisation in the business cycle? Is it
in a growth sector hungry for expansion,
already a dominant force in the market, or
fighting for market share? Or is it a shade
of grey – somewhere in between?
What is the main goal for the business
over the next 12 months? What is the
mission statement? How does the
hedging strategy support the journey to
achieving that goal? What does good
look like for your organisation? Upon
completion of this stage you should be
able to realise the agreed answers to
those questions.

3. What are my relationships? – How do
I stand in these relationships?
4. What do I want? – What is my
overarching and immediate objective?
5. What is my obstacle? What do I have
to overcome?
6. How do I achieve my objective? What
is my behaviour?
Although this seems intuitive these
simple questions prompt thinking.
Importantly the process is equally
applicable to your stakeholders.
Who else is involved in the formation
of the hedging strategy? Do you really
understand their perspective? Empathy
is mission critical at this point, you do not
have to agree with their perspective, but
do you understand it? What is business
critical to their role or their team? Who
owns which internal process and who
are the gatekeepers for which decisions?
Awareness of each stakeholder’s drivers
will make your strategy negotiations
more effective.

At this point you may seek to establish
timelines and budget requirements. Review
your supply contract with your supplier
from a hedging/trading perspective –and
establish what is permitted under a flex
contract. Produce a list of freedoms and
constraints: What can you do, what you
cannot do, and renegotiate with your
supplier where possible.
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Step 5:
Trading/Fixing

Step 4:
Hedging Strategy Formation

Step 3:
Governance
Firstly, over the last five months have
you run a risk session? As the macro
environment shifts it could be beneficial
to re-establish, in line with business
needs, what the corporate risk appetite
looks like. There are several metrics you
could look at to support this – Value at
Risk or Capital at Risk are key quantitative
measures. These metrics will require
some budget and market insight.

I live by ‘I would
rather have a tricky
conversation in the
short term than a really
bad conversation in
the long run’.
If you are unsure about your
organisation’s approach to risk, the Big
Four accountancy firms have produced
a wealth of publications on the topic
including approach matrixes.
At times it may seem that your life is
one long reporting cycle. However, to
you as a trader, your position report and
trade confirmations are your get out of
jail free card. As is reporting the market
movements and their respective drivers.
The nightmare scenario would be if
a senior stakeholder retrospectively
announces that the organisation
would have preferred to fix as now
there is an on cost to the business a
nd they attribute that to you as the
trading expert.
I live by ‘I would rather have a tricky
conversation in the short term than a
really bad conversation in the long run’.
Establish your reporting content and
frequency at the outset.
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Start with a review of last year, what
went well and what did not. Although
this may be uncomfortable, be
pragmatic as there will be a benefit from
assessing pinch points. Avoid this from
becoming personal especially if there
are large personalities in the room or on
the call.

Finally, when are you going to trade?
This goes back to your trading basics
– what sort of information or indicators
do you look for? Are they fundamental
research, technical analysis or supply
and demand factors? It depends on
your trade approval cycle. Look for key
price triggers or momentum swings to
take advantage in a dropping market or
defensive action in a rising market.

Depending on how much the risk
appetite has shifted there could be
mileage in starting with a clean slate.
If you decide to start again, you cannot
go wrong by back testing multiple
strategies over the last five years,
refining with each back test. In the
absence of a crystal ball back testing
is a useful proxy.
Determine if your organisation is either a
speculator or a hedger. Are you market
driven i.e. pursuing opportunity, or are
you budget driven? Do you seek risk
to gain financial advantage over your
competitors, or are you managing risk
to give stable pricing to your customer
base? Financial and commercial
stakeholders will be key to this, so seek
their input.
Moving on to your volume, do you seek
to fix in large tranches, or do you prefer
to spread the risk seeking to harness
regression to the mean with smaller
tranches? Naturally, your volume may
be a limiting factor here. If you have
got multiple business units, you may
want to explore having multiple trading
portfolios.
Having looked at the forward curve and
how it fits with your risk appetite could
there be scope for leaving some volume
floating? This has multiple benefits: a
consumption buffer, take advantage
of near-term fundamentals and
should negate the need for sell back
opportunity.
Establish your trade approval cycle.
Get the proper sign off from relevant
stakeholders, however, remember the
shorter the cycle the better.

Risk appetite can be a thorny issue.
The temptation may be to plough into
strategy formation but the 80-20 rule
applies here. To paraphrase Einstein,
if you’ve an hour to solve a problem,
spend 55 minutes understanding the
problem and 5 thinking of the solution.
Spend the time now to understand
the situation and stakeholders and to
create a collective plan. Risk appetite
benefits from democratic decision
making, but you can drive excellence. If
you must adapt do so but have a plan
to derivate from.
The time invested on the first three
steps will be repaid tenfold.
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Energy
Energy management
strategy in a downturn
Kimberly Littlefield, Communications Manager at
Enel X explains why the coronavirus pandemic
has drastically altered world energy demand.
Businesses have felt the effects in different ways—among Enel
X customers, some have drastically ramped down energy
consumption, while others are now running operations 24/7
to produce the highest possible volume of essential goods.
Dramatic swings in energy consumption, whether up or down,
can have unexpected effects on your monthly energy bill, or
reveal unknown risks in energy contracts. How can companies
that are using more energy than ever maximise savings?
How can businesses that have shut down avoid fees? Can
businesses do anything to contribute to local grid stability?

Operational opportunities
If you’ve slowed down, prioritise efficiency projects
Many companies may have waited on certain energy efficiency
projects for years because the savings they would achieve
may not have justified the slowdown in daily operations. For
companies with fewer employees or curtailed operations, now
is just the time to conduct such a project. Regardless of project
size, now may be the ideal time to finally complete it.
Manage risks that might be hidden in your supply
agreement
Lower energy consumption and wholesale prices do not always
directly translate into lower energy costs. Significant reductions
in energy usage can lead to new and sometimes costly risks for
many organisations.
Retail supply agreements for both electricity and natural gas
include clauses for bandwidth or swing tolerance. These
provisions protect retail suppliers from unexpected, short-term
changes in a customer’s energy usage patterns by requiring
customers to buy specific quantities of energy.
Similarly, material usage deviations protect energy suppliers
against long-term changes in customers’ energy consumption
patterns. Provisions around material usage deviation can vary
considerably across contracts and suppliers. In most cases,
suppliers will work with customers if the customers notify
them in advance of any known consumption changes, and
renegotiate mutually acceptable rates and terms.
Consider buying opportunities due to low prices
Drastic shifts in demand have created significant changes
in energy pricing. In many places, prices have dropped
precipitously. After ensuring all more serious and urgent
priorities regarding safety are in order, taking advantage of
lower energy prices could provide significant cost relief for
many organisations.
Customers may have options. One is to extend a current
contract past any near-term end date. If your contract ends
in 12 months, for instance, you may be able to add another
twelve months onto your existing contract, and your prices
adjust accordingly. Another option is to simply buy a new
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contract now for the end date of your current one, without
adding an extension.
Moreover, companies that buy energy incrementally should
consider adjusting purchasing strategies given the significant
drop in energy rates. If your organisation is on an index rate or
has open positions, the low-priced environment represents a
significant buying opportunity.
Earn extra revenue with demand response (DR)
During this economic downturn, DR is more valuable than
ever. The program provides an additional revenue stream for
facilities with flexible operations. In addition, demand response
can help provide stability to grid systems facing increased
demand uncertainty. Many grids have employees sleeping
on-site to ensure power keeps running and are also deferring
maintenance upgrades, which may contribute to unexpected
periods of grid imbalance.

Budgets & planning
Use current energy intensity to build your next budget
When forecasting budgets for the next year, perhaps the
single greatest energy consideration is the previous year’s
consumption. But for most businesses, their next year may not
look much like this year.
Instead, it’s best to think in terms of energy intensity – or
instance, a manufacturer may want to think of energy per item
produced, and then project their consumption based upon how
many items they aim to produce in the next quarter/year.
Take this time to plan for future downside risk
Covid-19 reminds us how important it is for organisations
to prepare against downside scenarios. A global pandemic
seemed unimaginable just months ago, and few businesses
were prepared for its massive impact. It’s important to keep that
lesson in mind and prepare for other rare but high-impact future
scenarios, especially ones that could impact the energy grid.
Energy resiliency—in the form of on-site resources like solar,
storage, and generators—enables businesses to deal with
extreme scenarios with more durability, such as when the grid
goes down due to unplanned events.
Green bonds can help you hit renewable goals
With so much economic uncertainty ahead, budgets for
sustainability may not be a top priority for businesses right
now. Green bonds are one way to raise capital for sustainability
projects if your sustainability budget dries up.
A green bond lets you define the project up front, and the payoff
can be tied to the completion of the project. Some investors
are attracted to bonds right now as a potential safe haven from
market volatility, and more and more investment firms are
making greater commitments to ESG initiatives.
Coronavirus has created a difficult and complex situation for
businesses. The current landscape demands an overhaul of
normal operations. It’s crucial to continue monitoring your
energy usage during the crisis to maximise savings and take
advantage of any available opportunity. Be sure you aren’t
overlooking energy management during these difficult times.
Enel X is working with customers on their Covid-19 energy
management. To learn more, watch their talk with Royal Bank
of Scotland at Future Net Zero Online or email enelxuk@enel.
com for more information.
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News

New report from NIA
on nuclear power
The Nuclear Industry Association published
a report for the Nuclear Industry Council
(the Government-industry body) on the
sector’s future potential, in which it said
that plans for a clean economic recovery
and the goal of net zero by 2050 needed
commitment to new nuclear power
stations. Given the title ‘Forty by 50: A
Nuclear Roadmap’, the NIC-endorsed
report claimed that prompt decisions on
a new nuclear power programme ‘could
unlock mega-projects delivering immediate
benefits to help tackle the impact of
Covid-19’. An ambitious programme based
on existing and new technologies ‘could
provide up to 40 per cent of clean power
by 2050 and drive deeper decarbonisation
through the creation of hydrogen and other
clean fuels, along with district heating’.

The NIA report listed six steps seen as
important to be taken in 2020 ‘to turn
aspiration into reality’. These were:
1.	The nuclear industry to drive down
costs of new build projects (30 per
cent by 2030), and establish delivery
excellence;

Water retailer, Business Stream, has
claimed it has saved its customers across
the UK more than £30 million through
discounts and water efficiency and energy
savings over the past year, according to
new figures released by the company.

2.	Government to articulate a clear
long-term commitment to new
nuclear power;

The total annual savings for 2019/20
include over £15 million in customer
discounts, over £12 million in water
efficiency savings and nearly £2 million in
energy savings for its customers across
the UK.

3.	Progress to be made on an
appropriate funding model for
nuclear new build, to stimulate
investment in new capacity and
reduce the cost of capital;

Chinese
conundrum

4.	A national policy statement and a
‘facilitative’ programme including

siting and licensing proposals to be
The report further claimed that it could
developed for small reactors;
eventually bring as many as 300,000 jobs
and £33 billion of added economic value.
5.	The 2030 targets of the Nuclear
With nuclear currently contributing 40 per
Sector Deal (part of the Government’s
cent of the UK’s annual clean electricity,
industrial strategy) to be maintained,
demand was ‘expected to quadruple from
including cost reduction targets for
the replacement of fossil fuels and a boom
new build and decommissioning, a
in the electric vehicles and heating sectors’.
40 per cent female workforce, and £2
The Association’s chief executive, Tom
billion of domestic and international
Greatrex, commented: ‘The next large-scale
contracts for the UK supply chain;
projects are now deliverable much more
6.	Industry and Government to agree a
cheaply by building on repeat and tried
framework and commitments, focused
and tested designs, capturing learnings
on cross-sector collaboration outside
from our new build programme, and
traditional electricity production,
making important changes to the way
including the production of medical
projects are financed. We’re confident
isotopes, hydrogen and synthetic
the price of nuclear power will fall from
fuels for transport, along with
the £92.50 per megawatt hour for the first
heat applications including district
plant, closer to £60/MWh for the next
heating and agriculture and storage
wave of power stations, reducing it to
technologies.
around £40/MWh for further reactors’.
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Delivering
customer savings

With the UK Government having
responded to pressure from both the USA
and the UK’s China Research Group of
MPs by deciding to keep China’s Huawei
5G new systems and equipment out of the
UK’s telecoms network, and with Foreign
Secretary Dominic Raab promising
greater scrutiny of any agreements with
potential threats to national security, the
involvement of China General Nuclear
(CGN) in the UK’s nuclear power sector
is certain to be a focus of attention.
CGN currently has minority investment
shares in Hinkley Point C and Sizewell C,
and crucially aspires to build a nuclear
reactor of its own design at Bradwell.
Referring to the latter, UK Research Group
chairman Tom Tugendhat was reported
as commenting: ‘With growing concern
over Chinese control of critical national
infrastructure, it’s hard to imagine it would
get through Parliament’.

Community
Energy Groups
According to Western Power Distribution
43 per cent of community energy groups
are in their region.
A company spokesperson said: “We are
partnering with as many as we can to
ensure our energy system is fair and to
help alleviate fuel poverty.”
In the WPD area it is estimated there
is some 100MW of community-owned
renewable capacity.
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News
Hydrogen
Knowledge Centre
The Institution of Gas Engineers &
Managers has been awarded a £91,000
contract by BEIS through its Energy
Innovation Programme, to design and
deliver a digital repository dedicated
to sharing hydrogen resources and
leading the advancement of hydrogen
knowledge globally.

Wind powers
Ireland!
According to figures released by Natural
Ireland, wind provided almost half of
Ireland’s power during the first quarter
of the year and for the first time beat gas
into second place. During the period,
four new wind farms with a combined
capacity of 81MW, were connected.

Jaguar Land Rover
manufacturing gears up
with new water contract
Water retailer Business Stream has secured a new supply contract with the UK’s
largest premium vehicle manufacturer, Jaguar Land Rover.
The agreement will see Edinburgh-based retailer, Business Stream supply all of
the manufacturer’s 29 water supply points in England with water and wastewater
services.
Business Stream will undertake a full review of Jaguar Land Rover’s sites, as well as
installing new automatic water reader meters to enable the company to make greater
water efficiency savings.
Jo Dow, Chief Executive at Business Stream, said: “Our focus now will be to develop
a strong partnership with Jaguar Land Rover and deliver on our commitment to
support the company with its environmental strategy, as well as help to deliver
financial savings.”
In addition to providing a single consolidated bill covering their sites, Business
Stream will provide access to its dedicated account management service, which
includes day-to-day support and 24/7 emergency assistance.

Hydrogen vehicles
twice as popular
as electric
Seven out of 10 Germans would opt for
a vehicle with alternative propulsion if
the price was not higher than that of a
conventional combustion engine.
In 2017, it was still just one in two. This
can be seen in a new infographic from
Block-Builders.de. Among the various
modes of propulsion, hydrogen vehicles
are much more popular than hybrids,
electric vehicles, petrol engines, etc.
One third of Germans would favour
hydrogen vehicles at an identical
purchase price. Hybrids rank second,
followed by battery-powered electric
cars. Petrol and diesel are the most
popular with just 13 per cent and 8 per
cent respectively.
“It remains to be seen which technology
will prevail in the automotive sector,”
according to Block Builders analyst
Raphael Lulay. “Industry representatives
also seem to be in disagreement. If
consumers have their way, hydrogen will
be at the top of the priority list.”
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Governments must support
long-term operation of nuclear
plants to secure cost-effective
climate benefits
More governments must introduce policies to support the long-term operation
(LTO) of nuclear plants to maximise the environmental, employment and
economic benefits they bring. This is the conclusion of a new technical position
paper, The Enduring Value of Nuclear Energy Assets, issued by World Nuclear
Association’s Long-term Operation Task Force.
Speaking at the paper’s launch, World Nuclear Association Director General,
Agneta Rising said: “Ensuring today’s nuclear plants achieve long-term operation
is an urgent policy challenge. If government are serious about climate change and
energy resilience they should not allow such plants to retire.”
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5 ways to build
sustainability
into your strategy
Sustainability can drive future proﬁtability.
With smart renewable solutions, you can
reduce your exposure to changing energy prices,
build resilience and open up new revenue streams.
Let British Gas show you how.

Five simple ways to build sustainability
and boost profitability.

Supply

Heat

Generate

Sell

Reduce

Find out how our experience creates opportunity for you.
infohub.business.britishgas.co.uk

Digitising Energy Procurement
A revolutionary award winning platform for management of multiple
flex energy contracts incorporating risk analysis and delivered cost.
Track & Forecast Consumption
Design Trade Strategies
Energy Price Forecasts
AI Led Risk Modelling
Evaluate Strategies

Build & Analyse Budgets
Assess Market Conditions
Live Market Pricing
Record Trades & Positions
Report on Performance

Request a demo and see how Kiveev can transform the way you
buy energy.
02039576010

www.ztpuk.com

kiveev@ztpuk.com

